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ABOUT BAS
BEAT ALL SPORTS ("BAS") have been established for over 80 years, being 
one of the pioneers of the sports good manufacturing industry.

BAS specialises in top quality cricket equipment, and is world renowned for the 
careful craftsmanship with which it manufactures cricket bats and other 
equipment. 

BAS is the choice equipment manufacturer for a number of current international 
players including Reeza Hendricks (South Africa) and Darren Sammy
(West Indies). BAS has also over the journey provided equipment to some of 
the games greats including Sachin Tendulkar, MS Dhoni, Hashim Amla and 
Paul Collingwood.

BAS is also the official equipment supplier to the Caribbean Premier league 
where BAS clothing, equipment and balls are being used.

In Australia BAS is used by up and coming star Tom Andrews (Tasmanian Tigers).
 
The BAS cricket range has something to offer for cricketers at every level, from the 
backyard to the middle of the MCG, and includes not only a range of amazing bats,
pads and gloves, but also covers a wider range of accessories as well. 

HASHIM AMLA- SOUTH AFRICA -
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ABOUT BAS SHOE RANGE

The new 2020/2021 range of BAS Cricket Shoes have been specially designed to withstand the rigours of the game.

They offer great value for money without compromising on quality, allowing players to get proper cricket shoes at 
an affordable price.

The cricket shoe range offers 5 different stylish designs each with a quality synthetic leather upper and a stiffened and 
reinforced heel area both essential in creating the perfect cricket shoe.

BAS also delivers an economical yet stylish casual shoe available in 4 colourways. The casual shoes can be used for 
exercising, training up at the gym or just general leisure.
 
The BAS 2020/21 range is sure to impress       #THEUNBEATABLE  
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MODEL 001 - WHITE/BLACK
RUBBER SPIKE

- Synthetic leather upper with airflow mesh inserts
- Polyester sockliner with foam padding around ankle and on the tongue
 for extra comfort
- Stiffened and reinforced heel area for great fit and stability
- Die-cut EVA inner sole for greater comfort and moisture absorption
- Durable and flexible EVA mid sole
- Genuine rubber pimple profile outsole and anti-scuff toe protection 
increases traction and durability

CODE: CBS001/*
FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White with Black and Silver cosmetics
- Inner : Black
- Sole: Black

SIZES (UK):

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CRICKET SHOES
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MODEL 002 - WHITE/RED
RUBER SPIKES

- Synthetic leather upper with airflow mesh inserts
- Polyester sockliner with foam padding around ankle and on the tongue
 for extra comfort
- Stiffened and reinforced heel area for great fit and stability
- Die-cut EVA inner sole for greater comfort and moisture absorption
- Durable and flexible EVA mid sole
- Genuine rubber pimple profile outsole and anti-scuff toe protection 
increases traction and durability

CODE: CBS002/*

FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White with Red and Black cosmetics
- Inner : Black
- Sole: Black

SIZES (UK):

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CRICKET SHOES
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MODEL 004 - BLUE CAMO
RUBBER SPIKE

- Synthetic leather upper with airflow mesh inserts
- Polyester sockliner with foam padding around ankle and on the tongue
 for extra comfort
- Stiffened and reinforced heel area for great fit and stability
- Die-cut EVA inner sole for greater comfort and moisture absorption
- Durable and flexible EVA mid sole
- Genuine rubber pimple profile outsole and anti-scuff toe protection 
increases traction and durability

CODE: CBS0041/*

FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White with Blue, Black and Camo cosmetics
- Inner : Blue
- Sole: Black

SIZES (UK):

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CRICKET SHOES
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MODEL 004 - BLUE CAMO
HALF SPIKE

- Synthetic leather upper with airflow mesh inserts
- Polyester sockliner with foam padding around ankle and on the tongue
  for extra comfort
- Stiffened and reinforced heel area for great fit and stability
- Die-cut EVA inner sole for greater comfort and moisture absorption
- Durable and flexible EVA mid sole
- 7 spikes in the forefoot with TPU outsole for increased stability 
   and traction

CODE: CBSHS/*

FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White with Blue, Black and Camo cosmetics
- Inner : Blue
- Sole: Blue

SIZES (UK):

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CRICKET SHOES
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MODEL 004 - BLUE CAMO
FULL SPIKE

- Synthetic leather upper with airflow mesh inserts
- Polyester sockliner with foam padding around ankle and on the tongue
 for extra comfort
- Stiffened and reinforced heel area for great fit and stability
- Die-cut EVA inner sole for greater comfort and moisture absorption
- Durable and flexible EVA mid sole
- 7/4 spike configuration, perfect for bowlers and all-rounders.

CODE: CBSFS/*

FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White with Blue, Black and Camo cosmetics
- Inner : Blue
- Sole: Black

SIZES (UK):

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CRICKET SHOES
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MODEL 005 - WHITE/RED
RUBBER SPIKE

- Synthetic leather upper with airflow mesh inserts
- Polyester sockliner with foam padding around ankle and on the tongue
 for extra comfort
- Stiffened and reinforced heel area for great fit and stability
- Die-cut EVA inner sole for greater comfort and moisture absorption
- Durable and flexible EVA mid sole
- Genuine rubber pimple profile outsole and anti-scuff toe protection 
increases traction and durability

CODE: CBS005/*
FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White with Red and Black
- Inner: Black
- Sole: Black

SIZES (UK):

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CRICKET SHOES
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MODEL SJ005 - WHITE

BAS training shoes are great for a wide array of activities. They can be used
for jogging, training at the gym or as casual shoes.

BAS training shoes feature an innovative design coupled with the latest 
shoe technologies to help you run and train at your best. 

A minimalist running shoe designed to unlock your natural stride. The shoes 
are lightweight and well cushioned.

CODE: CBSJ0052/*
FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: White and Grey
- Inner: Black
- Sole: Grey and White

SIZES (UK):
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CASUAL SHOES

MODEL SJ005 - BLUE

BAS training shoes are great for awide array of activities. They can be used
for jogging, training at the gym or as casual shoes.

BAS training shoes feature an innovative design coupled with the latest 
shoe technologies to help you run and train at your best. 

A minimalist running shoe designed to unlock your natural stride. The shoes 
are lightweight and well cushioned.

CODE: CBSJ005/*
FEATURES:

COLOURS:
- Upper: Blue and Black
- Inner: Black
- Sole: Blue and Grey

SIZES (UK):
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA BY:

42 Licola Crescent, Dandenong South 
Victoria, Australia 3175

Email: sales@eaglesports.com.au

37 Mulgul Rd, Malaga

WA, Australia 6090 
Email: wasales@eaglesports.com.au

eaglesports.com.au eaglesports.au eaglesportsau sales@eaglesports.com.au

Tel: 1300 731 837
Fax: 1300 731 957

Tel: 1300 731 837
Fax: 1300 731 957
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